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ODYSSEY OF TERROR was wr¡tten by veteran television journalist and Chattanooga
native Ed Blair with the help of Captain William R. Haas who served as editor. The 316
page account, including ten pages of photographs, was first published in t977.lt is the
most bizarre, death defying and prolonged hijacking in the annals of American aviation.

No longer do airline pilots and other readers have to settle for dog-eared copies of the
hard cover edition. A revised and updated Flightbag edition is now available worldwide
on Amazon. com's Kindle for 59.99.

Airfine pilots and flight attendants still talk about the November, !972 hijacking of
Southern Airways Flight 49. Captain William R. Haas was at the controls when three
armed bandits took over the jetliner and its passengers. Originating at Memphis, the
flight's intended destination was Miamiwith intermediate stops in Birmingham,
Huntsville, and Orlando. But the air pirates had a different plan.

The airliner was forced to land in Jackson, Mississippi to take on more fuel. Departing
Jackson, Flight 49 was ordered to Detroit, Cleveland, Toronto, and a bombing run on the
government's nuclear laboratory at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Allthe while, Captain Hass
kept his cool as he tried to gain the confidence of the trio. He talked them out of the
menacing threat to the nuclear facility. On the ground the financially strapped airline
was trying to round up SlO-million dollars on a Friday night to meet the ransom
demands of the hijackers. A companion DC-9 piloted by Southern Airways vice president
Jim Godwin, with 38 heavily armed FBI sharpshooters was shadowing the pirated
airliner as was a Navy plane loaded with armed FBI agents who would maneuver for an
opportunity to disable the aircraft on the ground.

Diverted to Chattanooga, a refueling truck, looking like Santa's sleigh, was sent out to
the remote parking location at Lovell Field to deliver ransom money, three bullet proof
vests, a box of Kentucky Fried chicken for each of the passengers and crew, and various
other supplies. The skyjackers ordered they be flown to Cuba. But the reception there
was anything but cordial as Premier Fidel Castro got ¡nvolved.

The White House got ¡nvolved also. President Richard Nixon was vacationing at the
Florida retreat of his wealthy longtime confidant Charles (Bebe) Rebozo. Fearing
anything could happen, the White House dispatched two Air Force jets to shoot down
the passenger aircraft if it became a threat to the president.

Eventually the odyssey of terror wound up going to Cuba not once but twice. The short-
range DC-9 even started on an impossible flight to Europe before Haas talked his captors
into landing for refueling at Orlando where the FBI sharpshooters lurked in the darkness
of night hoping to finally bring the hijacking to an end. What happened there sparked a
heated debate among airline flight personnel over the command authority of a plane's
captain.



After the FBI's action at Orlando it would take all the flying skill Captain Haas could
muster, along with his bullet wounded first officer, to get airborne for a return trip to
Cuba where Castro himself awaited the DC-9's arrival. The communist leader placed an
ambulance for each passenger on standby at Jose Marti airport. lf he were to make that
goodwill gesture unnecessary and save the lives of all on board Haas would have to be
equal to the biggest challenge of his flying career.

It was this hijacking that brought an end to the almost daily h'rjackings to Cuba, and
finally moved a recalcitrant congress to take seriously the testimony of Captain Haas
before a congressional committee, but the lawmakers backed the Air Line Pilots
Association plea to empower the FAA to implement stringent new security measures at
531 of the nation's airports. Because of complacency the vigilance of security clearance' personnel and armed guards at the airports became lar; a condition that did not go
unnoticed by the 9-11 hijackers who took over four commercial airliners crashing two of
the Boeing 767 planes into the World Trade Center skyscrapers. Once again government
leaders had finally been awakened to the h'rjacking threat. Only this time it had been
Sunni lslamists terrorists affiliated with Al Qaeda who did the awakening inflicting a
heavy loss of American lives. The result was the placing of unprecedented restrictions
on the liberties of American citizens and airline passengers.

(Note: Captain Haas continued flying for Northwest A¡r Lines untilthe mandatory
retirement age. He died of a heart attack at the age of 72 on February 25,2O0t. Captain
Godwin gave up his executive position at Southern Airways to return to the flight deck.
He retired from Republic Airlines at age 58, two years short of mandatory retirement
age.

The author, Ed Blair, retired from CNN in 1996 after a L5 year tenure in the executive
producer ranks of the Atlanta-based news network. In 1966 he founded and operated
one of the nation's first discount air carriers, Skylarks. Organized for members-only the
company's DC-7 flew passengers to exotic world playgrounds in the United States,
Mexico, South America, and the Caribbean.)
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